Abstract-To offset the effect of read miss penalties on processor utilization in shared-memory multiprocessors, several software-and hardware-based data prefetching schemes have been proposed. A major advantage of hardware techniques is that they need no support from the programmer or compiler.
I. INTRODUCTION
HARED-MEMORY multiprocessors offer significant per-S formance improvements over uniprocessors at an affordable cost while preserving the intuitively appealing programming model provided by a single, linear memory address space. With the advent of ultra-fast uniprocessors and of massively parallel systems, the shared-memory access penalty (i.e., the average time each processor is blocked on an access to shared data) becomes a significant and often a dominant component of the program execution time. This penalty mostly comes from the large latency associated with the traversal of the processor-memory interconnect. Private caches in conjunction with hardware-based cache coherence maintenance [27] are quite effective at hiding this latency. In a system with such caches, the memory access penalty is mainly dictated by the cache miss rate of read requests, i.e., the fraction of read requests that miss in the cache and possibly incur the latency of the processor-memory interconnect. Besides cold and replacement misses that also appear in uniprocessors, another type of misses called invalidation misses (or coherence misses) [ 131 show up in multiprocessors using write-invalidate cache coherence protocols and can be quite dominant. By contrast, Manuscript received Nov. 3, 1993. F. Dahlgren and P. Stenstrom are with the Department of Computer Engineering, Lund University, P.O. Box 118, S-221 00 LUND, Sweden; e-mail: fredrik@dit.lth.se.
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the latency of write requests can easily be hidden by appropriate write buffers and weaker memory consistency models [ 13, [ I l l , [151,[161. Prefetching is a common technique to reduce the read miss penalty, Prefetching relies on predicting which blocks currently missing in the cache will be read in the future and on bringing these blocks into the cache prior to the reference triggering the miss. Prefetching approaches proposed in the literature are software-or hardware-based. Software-controlled prefetching schemes [5] , [22] , [23] rely on the programmerkompiler to insert prefetch instructions prior to the instructions that trigger a miss. In addition, both the processor and the memory system must be able to support prefetch instructions which can potentially increase the code size and the run-time overhead. By contrast, hardware-controlled prefetching schemes, such as the ones proposed by Hagersten [ 181 and Baer and Chen [2] , relieve the programmerkompiler from the burden of deciding what and when to prefetch. Usually, these schemes take advantage of the regularity of data accesses in scientific computations by dynamically detecting access strides. Unfortunately, these solutions require complex hardware and do not work as well for applications with irregular strides. These observations have motivated us to seek for simpler and more general techniques.
The main theme of this paper is to evaluate two simple hardware-controlled prefetching techniques with a low implementation cost. These techniques are non-binding, meaning that the prefetched block is brought into the (second-level) cache and remains subject to invalidations by the coherence protocol.
The basic approach of both techniques is called sequential preferching ; the cache controller prefetches K consecutive blocks on a cache miss, where K is the degree of prefetching.
This degree of prefetching is a critical parameter, which must be adjusted to reflect the spatial locality of shared-data accesses. To understand the usefulness of the schemes, we review how the miss rate, traffic, and write penalty are affected by the cache block size based on previous experimental results in Section I1 [ 121, [ 131, [17] . In general, the miss rate and the traffic as a function of the block size follow a U-shaped curve: whereas a larger block size reduces the cold miss rate, it often increases the overall miss rate as a result of false sharing.
We describe the two hardware schemes in Section 111: fixed and adaptive sequential prefetching. Fixed sequential prefetching is the simplest form of prefetching in the sense that the degree of prefetching remains constant throughout the execution. An obvious limitation of this simple scheme is that the degree of prefetching should vary with the workload and should also vary dynamically during the execution of the same application: e.g., in the start-up phase when the cold miss rate component is high, K should be large, whereas in steady-state, K should adjust to the spatial locality of the true-sharing miss component. Our adaptive sequential prefetch technique does just that and its hardware cost is limited to two extra bits per cache block and three 4-bit counters per cache.
The sequential prefetching schemes evaluated in this paper were originally proposed in [8] . In that paper, we presented some preliminary simulation results based on simplistic architectural assumptions. We extend the work in [8] by providing a more solid performance evaluation based on a detailed architectural simulator that also models network contention for a worm-hole routed mesh. Sections IV and V present the results from this evaluation using six benchmark applications from the scientific and engineering domain. We find that fixed sequential prefetching with K = 1 manages to reduce the read penalty by more than 30% for four of the six applications in spite of its simplicity. The adaptive technique, although slightly more expensive to implement, results in a considerably lower miss rate and acceptable traffic overhead because of its dynamic nature. We finally relate our results to others in Section VI and conclude the paper in Section VII.
IMPACT OF BLOCK SIZE ON ACCESS PENALTIES AND TRAFFIC
The effectiveness of prefetching on a cache miss depends on the amount of spatial locality and coherence activity. In this section, we review the effects of cache block size variations on the miss rate, traffic, and write penalty in multiprocessors. Increasing the block size is actually the simplest and most obvious prefetching technique: If we double the block size, each miss brings twice as much data into the cache.
A number of studies have reported on the effects of block size variations on the miss rate in the context of sharedmemory multiprocessors [ 121, [ 131, [ 171. To understand whether larger block sizes may help to reduce the overall miss rate, we need to distinguish between the different types of misses. In the case of infinite caches, the overall miss rate consists of two components: cold misses and coherence misses which we define in the table below. In the case of finite-size caches, there is also a third component, called replacement misses, which we ignore here for simplicity but which we will consider later in the paper when we experimentally compare the prefetching schemes.
Cold miss
The block has never been referenced by the processor. Coherence miss The block has previously been referenced to by the same processor, but another processor has subsequently invalidated the copy.
Coherence misses can further be classified as true sharing misses and false sharing misses. Loosely speaking, false sharing is the sharing of a block without actual sharing of data whereas true sharing is due to the sharing of data items. False sharing misses are thus useless in that they are not needed for the correct execution of the program, whereas true sharing misses are due to actual communication of new values and are essential. Dubois et al. [I21 analyzed how the number of cold misses, true sharing misses, and false sharing misses depends on the block size in the context of infinite caches. Their results show that the number of cold misses is significantly reduced for all applications as the block size increases. However, the number of false sharing misses increases with the block size B and even in the range of typical cache line sizes, i.e. between 32 and 256 bytes, false sharing can be quite significant. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 1 . A somewhat unexpected observation was also made regarding the true sharing miss rate. It was observed that the number of true sharing misses decreases with increasing block sizes for most of the applications, indicating that a larger block size has a potential to exploit spatial locality in shared data references. Eggers and Katz [13] also evaluated the miss rate variations with the block size in four applications with block sizes from 4 bytes to 32 bytes for finite size caches. Their conclusions were similar, except for two applications, in which the increase in the number of coherence misses offsets the decrease in the cold and replacement miss rates for larger block sizes, resulting in an increasing overall miss rate. Besides the miss rate, which is an important performance metric since it predicts the read penalty, the memory traffic is also affected by the block size and can increase memorysystem contention if the bandwidth of the processor-memory interconnect is not sufficient. Gupta and Weber [17] have evaluated the data and invalidation traffics for various block sizes in the case of infinite caches -and observed the same trends as for the miss rate: The overall traffic as a function of the block size follows a U-shaped curve.
Another important metric is the write penalty, i.e., the time the processors are stalled due to outstanding write requests. In the context of shared-memory multiprocessors with writeinvalidate protocols, a write request may invalidate blocks residing in other caches. Gupta and Weber [17] further observed that the number of invalidation requests as a function of the block size also follows a U-shaped curve, which can be explained by the basic behavior of the cold, true, and false sharing components of the miss rate. Under sequential consistency [ 191, the write penalty is difficult to hide whereas under relaxed memory consistency models, such as release consistency [15] , the write penalty can be hidden almost completely [16] . Consequently, the write penalty as a function of the block size follows a U-shaped curve under sequential consistency.
To summarize, when we move to larger blocks the read penalty and the traffic follow a U-shaped curve. In addition, under sequential consistency, the write penalty also follows a U-shaped curve. The behavior of these metrics are explained by the decomposition of the miss rate in its three basic components. The minimum of these curve depends on the application. A good prefetching scheme should reduce the cold miss and true sharing miss rates without increasing the false sharing miss component. As we will see in the subsequent sections, sequential prefetching reduces the cold and true sharing miss components in a similar fashion as a larger block size does without increasing the false sharing miss component.
Two SIMPLE HARDWARE-CONTROLLED SEQUENTIAL PREFETCHING TECHNIQUES
In this section, we describe in some detail the implementation of the fixed and adaptive sequential prefetching techniques. We begin by describing the processor environment on which we have based our performance evaluation, i.e., our simulations. The description is kept general, and implementation details of our simulation model will be described in Section IV.
A. Simulated Processing Node Architecture
Since the proposed prefetching schemes are non-binding, they are applicable to standard processors with blocking loads. Furthermore, in contrast to software-controlled prefetching, the processors do not need to support specific prefetch instructions. The environment to which these processors are interfaced is shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 , the processing node consists of a processor, a first-level cache (FLC), a second-level cache (SLC), a first-and second-level write buffer (FLWB and SLWB), a local bus, a network interface controller, and a memory module. The FLC is a direct-mapped write-through cache with no allocation of blocks on write misses and is blocking on read misses. Writes and read miss requests are buffered in the FLWB. The second-level cache (SLC) is a direct-mapped write-back cache. For both prefetching techniques, we only prefetch into the SLC. In order to support prefetching, the SLC is lockup-free [28] . In addition, a second-level write buffer (SLWB) keeps track of outstanding requests (SLC read miss, prefetch, and write requests). No more than one request to the same block is allowed to be issued to the system, others are just kept in the SLWB while waiting for the pending request to that block to complete. Moreover, a read miss request may bypass write requests if they are for different blocks. How the SLC and the SLWB handle prefetch requests will be discussed later.
The SLC controller deals with all the complexities of the cache coherence protocol and the prefetching mechanisms. The techniques proposed do not rely on a specific cache coherence protocol, which is why it will be described later in Section IV. The SLC snoops on the local bus for consistency actions: If an invalidation to a block residing in the SLC is detected, the copy of the block is invalidated in both the SLC and the FLC. Requests from the local bus have priority over those from the first level write buffer. These interferences with the processor accesses are tolerable because most accesses hit in the FLC. In Section IV, we further discuss how this processing node interfaces to the rest of the multiprocessor memory system.
B. Fixed Sequential Prefetching-A Simple Hardware Prefetching Scheme
By fixed sequential prefetching we mean .that K consecutive blocks are prefetched into the SLC on a reference to a block, i.e., blocks n + 1 ... n + K are prefetched upon a reference to block n, if they are not present in the cache. Sequential prefetching has been extensively studied in the context of uniprocessors [25] , [26] but, to our knowledge, have never been considered for general applications on multiprocessors. Although many sequential strategies have been proposed for uniprocessors, we have restricted ourselves to prefetching on a miss in the SLC. When a reference misses in the SLC, the miss request is sent to memory, and the cache is searched for the K consecutive blocks directly following the missing block in the address space. The blocks among the K consecutive blocks that are not present in the SLC and have no pending requests in the SLWB are prefetched. We refer to K as the degree of prefetching. Fig. 3 shows the mechanism of the fixed sequential prefetching scheme. As a cache lookup is made for block address n, the next block address (n + 1) is calculated. On a read miss, a read request is issued to the memory system and is kept in the SLWB. In the next cache cycle, the calculated address ( n + I ) is directed to the cache, and a cache lookup is made. If the block is not present in the cache, a prefetch request is issued and is kept in the SLWB. During that time, the subsequent block address is calculated (n + 2). The number of iterations is determined by the degree of prefetching. The processor is blocked only during the time it takes to handle the first read 
Control
Used to detect useful prefetches (needed when prefetching is tumed on.)
Used to detect when a prefetch would have been useful (needed when prefetching is turned off.) Fig. 3 . The fixed sequential prefetching mechanism miss. Since the prefetch requests are issued one at a time and are pipelined in the memory system, they can be overlapped with the original read request.
Besides the simple extensions in the SLC to incorporate fixed sequential prefetching, the memory system must be able to handle three new network commands: a prefetch request and two reply messages denoted PreData and PreNeg. Whereas PreData carries the prefetched block, PreNeg tells the cache that the prefetch request can not be satisfied because the memory copy is in a transient state-some other cache is reading or writing to it.
Despite its simplicity, especially for the special case of K = 1 (also known as one-block look-ahead), this scheme is very effective for applications where the cold and true-sharing read misses exhibit a high spatial locality as we will see in Section V. To build intuition into this, let us assume a block size of B. For an implementation of fixed sequential prefetching with K = I , the cold and true sharing miss rate components are essentially reduced to the level that corresponds to a block size of 2B. However, the false sharing miss rate component is expected to be essentially the same as that of no prefetching with block size B, because coherence is maintained on blocks of size B. To realize this, let us assume that two consecutive blocks of size B are fetched into the cache of processor i and that processor j writes to the second block. While processor i would experience a false sharing miss if it only accesses the first block and if the block size is 2B, the false sharing miss does not occur if sequential prefetching is applied to a block size of B. In fact, there are situations where the number of false sharing misses can be reduced by sequential prefetching, since a block that has been invalidated because of false sharing can be subsequently prefetched. Another issue is the amount of traffic as compared with a system with a block size of 2B. We differentiate between the traffic due to the transfer of block data and the traffic due to invalidations. We expect the data traffic to be the same as the one generated by the cold and true sharing miss rates for a block size of 2B plus the traffic generated by the false sharing miss rate for a block size of B. However, the invalidation traffic may actually increase, and consequently, the write penalty under sequential consistency may increase.
The optimum degree of prefetching, K , is dictated by the spatial locality of the application and by the block size. Depending on how far the block size B is from the minimum of the U-shaped curve for the miss rate, we should use a smaller or higher value for K. If the prefetching degree is too high, the cache is loaded with useless data, resulting in excessive memory traffic. However, as we will see, the best value of K varies dynamically during the execution of most benchmarks. For example, at the beginning of the execution, most misses are cold misses and their spatial locality is high, which suggests a large K. Conversely, when the caches reach steady-state, the true and false sharing miss components dominate the miss rate. Ideally, K should be adjusted to minimize the true sharing miss component while retaining the same false sharing miss rate. In the next section, we show how we can achieve this by an adaptive sequential prefetching scheme.
C. Adaptive Sequential Prefetching-Further Exploiting the Spatial Locality of Reads
The mechanism behind the adaptive scheme is basically the same as that of fixed sequential prefetching. For example, prefetching is activated by a read miss and blocks are prefetched into the SLC. In contrast to fixed sequential prefetching, however, the degree of prefetching is not fixed; rather it is controlled by a register, the LookaheadCounter.
The adaptive sequential prefetching scheme relies on adjusting the degree of prefetching (the value of the LookaheadCounter) dynamically by counting the useful prefetches, i.e., prefetched blocks that are actually referenced during their lifetime in the cache. To explain how this is achieved, we will first focus on how the algorithm measures the prefetch efficiency and then how the LookaheadCounter is adjusted to a certain prefetch efficiency. The mechanisms needed to achieve this task-two bits per cache line and three counters per cacheappear in Table 1 .
MECHANISMS NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT ADAPTIVE SEQUENTIAL PREFETCHING

TABLE I
LookaheadCounter The current degree of prefetching
Counts the number of prefetches that have been I returned after each read miss I Counts the number of useful prefetches Conceptually, the algorithm measures the prefetch efficiency by counting the fraction of prefetched blocks that are referenced by the processors. If this fraction exceeds a preset threshold, the degree of prefetching is increased and, if it is below another preset threshold, the degree of prefetching is decreased.
The basic mechanisms used to measure the prefetch efficiency consist of two counters (the PrefetchCounter and the UsefulCounter) and a PrefetchBit per cache line which are all cleared from the very beginning. The fraction of useful prefetches is established as the ratio of the UsefulCounter and the PrefetchCounter as follows. The number of prefetched blocks is counted by incrementing the PrefetchCounter whenever a prefetch acknowledgment is received from the memory system, independent of whether the prefetch was accepted (PreData) or not (PreNeg) (e.g., if the memory block was in a transient state and neither clean nor dirty) by the memory system. To count the number of prefetched blocks that are referenced, the PrefetchBit of a prefetched block is set; when a block is accessed with its PrefetchBit set, the Usefulcounter is incremented and the PrefetchBit is cleared.
Every time the PrefetchCounter reaches its maximum (i.e., it wraps around), the value of the Usefulcounter is matched against two preset thresholds to determine if the LookaheadCounter-initially set to one-should be changed. If the UsefulCounter exceeds the upper threshold, we are in a phase of execution where the program could benefit from a higher degree of prefetching and therefore the LookaheadCounter is incremented. If the Usefulcounter is lower than the lower preset threshold, the amount of prefetching is too high and the LookaheadCounter is decremented. Finally, if the Usefulcounter has a value between the two thresholds, the LookaheadCounter is not affected. In all cases, the Usefulcounter is cleared. In our evaluation, we have considered counters modulo 16 (4 bits).
When the LookaheadCounter reaches zero, prefetching is turned off. To turn it back on, we use the following mechanism. When a block is received on a read miss and prefetching is turned off, the ZeroBit in the corresponding SLC block frame, which is initially cleared, is set to indicate that the following block in the address space could have been prefetched and the PrefetchCounter is incremented. On a read miss, a cache lookup is made to the previous block (by address); if it hits and the ZeroBit is set, the UsefulCounter is incremented and the ZeroBit is cleared. The ZeroBit of a block is also cleared when the block is accessed and the LookaheadCounter is not zero to keep the number of ZeroBits that have been previously set to a minimum.
Except for the modifications at the SLC, the adaptive sequential prefetching scheme does not imply any new modifications besides those of the fixed sequential prefetching scheme.
IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT, ARCHITECTURAL MODEL, AND BENCHMARK PROGRAMS
The architectural simulation model is built on top of the CacheMire Test Bench [4]; a program-driven functional simulator of multiple SPARC processors. It consists of two parts: 1) a functional and 2) an architectural simulator.
The SPARC processors in the functional simulator issue memory references and the architectural simulator delays the processors according to the behavior and timing of the target memory system we model. Consequently, a correct interleaving of memory references is maintained by keeping track of the global time.
For all the experiments, we have assumed the same systemlevel model, i.e., the same interconnection network and cache coherence protocol. Inter-node cache coherence is maintained by a full-map, write-invalidate directory-based protocol similar to Censier and Feautrier's [6] : A bit vector is associated with each memory block to point to the processor nodes with copies in their caches. A second-level cache read miss causes a read request to be sent to the home memory module (the node at which the corresponding page is allocated). If the home is the local node and if the memory block is clean, the miss is serviced locally. Otherwise, reading the block from the home node requires two node-to-node traversals if the block is clean. If the block is dirty, the block must be read from the remote node, i.e., the node which has the dirty copy, and the home node must be updated which requires another two node-to-node traversals. A write request to a shared or invalid copy results in an ownership request to be sent to home. The home node transmits invalidation requests to all nodes with copies, waits for acknowledgments from these nodes, and finally, sends an invalidation acknowledgment to the requesting node notifying that no other copies exist. Acquire and release requests are supported by a queuebased lock mechanism similar to the one implemented in DASH [2 11, To further reduce coherence overhead for synchronization accesses, we have allocated a whole memory block for each synchronization variable.
The simulated system consists of 16 processors, one per node. The first-level cache (FLC) is assumed to be a simple and fast on-chip cache (4 Kbytes direct-mapped and writethrough). We model both infinite and finite (16 Kbytes) second-level caches (SLC) in order to isolate the effect of replacement misses. In the case of finite caches, we model all effects due to replacements including the handling the writeback requests. The FLWB is limited to eight entries and the SLWB is limited to 16 entries. Under release consistency (henceforth referred to as RC), the SLC allows multiple outstanding requests provided they are to different blocks. The timing model is based on a processor clock rate of 100 MHz. The FLC has the same cycle time as the processor, and a read hit in the FLC does not stall the processor. An FLC block fill takes 30 nsec. The access time of the SLC is 30 nsec (33 MHz). The SLC and its write buffer are connected to the network interface and the local memory module by a 256-bit wide split transaction bus clocked at 33 MHz. Thus, it takes 30 nsec to arbitrate for the bus and 30 nsec to transfer a request or a block. The network interface controller is clocked at 33 MHz. Furthermore, the memory is assumed to be fully interleaved with a cycle time of 90 nsec. The page size is 4 Kbytes and the pages are allocated in a round-robin fashion. To avoid triggering a page fault on a prefetch, prefetching across page boundaries does not occur.
The interconnection network is a worm-hole routed synchronous 2D-mesh, using 64-bit links and is clocked at 100 MHz to match the speed of the processors, resulting in an aggregate bandwidth of 800 Mbyteslsec out from and into each node. In contrast to the DASH-network that has one request and one reply mesh, the network simulated consists of only one mesh. Table I1 shows the processor stall times due to a read request in the case of a conflict-free system and an average distance of 2.67 links for each node-to-node traversal in the mesh. Since we model contention for all components in the system, all requests will normally take longer times. We use six benchmark programs to drive our simulation models. Four of them are taken from the SPLASH suite (MP3D, Water, Cholesky, and PTHOR) [24] . These and the other two applications (LU and the multi-grid version of Ocean) have been provided to us from Stanford University. They are all written in C using the ANL macros to express parallelism [ 3 ] and compiled by gcc (version 2.1) using optimization level 0 2 . We summarize them in Table 111 .
While the scheduling policy can affect the effectiveness of the prefetching algorithms, we have not particularly studied this aspect. Instead, our results are derived using the scheduling policies built into the applications and which are described in the SPLASH report [24] . (LU and Ocean are not described in [24] and use static scheduling.) Since the benchmarks use quite limited data sets, the initialization section is large compared to the parallel section. Because of this, all statistics are gathered in the parallel sections.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section reports simulation results on fixed and adaptive sequential prefetching. In order to concentrate on the read penalty reduction provided by sequential prefetching, we will use release consistency for most of our experiments unless explicitly stated otherwise. Except for Section V.A, all simulations are carried out with a block size of 32 bytes. Sections V.A through V.D assume infinite second-level caches. whereas Section V.E concentrates on the effect of cache sizes. Finally, Section V.F deals with the impact of processor speed and network bandwidth on the results. To simplify the wording, we refer to fixed sequential prefetching as fixed prefetch, and to adaptive sequential prefetching as adaptive prefetch throughout this section.
A. Effects on Misses and Traffic of Fixed Sequential Prefetching
Some preliminary experiments with fixed prefetch showed that it was not useful to consider values of K greater than 1.
Although a large K effectively cut the cold and true sharing misses in program phases where the spatial locality was high, the traffic was drastically increased for phases and applications where the spatial locality was low. Therefore, all results presented in this section are for a degree of prefetching equal to one ( K = I), although it is worth mentioning that a fixed K larger than 1 could be useful if the network bandwidth can sustain the extra traffic.
In order to explore the effects of sequential prefetching on the miss rate and traffic and compare it to a design with a larger block size, we simulate three designs: Concentrating first on the miss rate effects, we show in Fig. 4 the relative numbers of misses in the second level cache for the three designs. The upper diagram shows the results for B = 32 bytes and the lower diagram is for B = 128 bytes. For each application, the bars for designs 2) and 3 ) are normalized to design 1 ) (the leftmost bar). Each bar consists of three sections that, from the bottom to the top, correspond to cold misses, true sharing misses, and false sharing misses, respectively. The distinction between true sharing misses and false sharing misses are made according to the classification scheme presented by Dubois et al. in [12] : A miss is classified as a cold miss if it has never been fetched into the cache, a true sharing miss if a new value is communicated during the rest of the lifetime of the block, and a false sharing miss otherwise.
Read misses for blocks that are being prefetched but have not yet arrived at the cache is counted as hits in the diagrams. This is justified by the observation that the stall time for such misses is on average significantly shorter than the total time of servicing a read miss. To realize this, assume the worst-case scenario that the processor accesses two consecutive blocks missing in the cache by two piggy-backed load instructions. While the processor has to wait for the first block to return, the cache has issued a prefetch request for the second block. Since the original miss request and the prefetch request go to the same memory module, the time difference between the two blocks' arrival into the cache is approximately given by the memory cycle time. We have observed that the read stall time due to pending prefetches constitutes less than a percentage of the total read stall time.
Regarding the reduction of the number of cold and true sharing misses for B = 32, we would expect FixedPrefetch(B) and NoPrefetch(2B) to be almost equally successful and Fig. 4 confirms this expectation. This verifies that fixed prefetch with K = 1 and no prefetching with a block of twice the size achieve similar cold and true sharing miss rates. The cold miss rate is cut by almost a factor two for most applications. Although the impact of cold mjsses on the overall miss rate is small for most applications, this is not the case for Cholesky and LU. In these applications, which are examples of direct methods, the cold miss component remains high throughout the whole execution. Fig. 4 also shows that the true sharing miss rates in MP3D and Water are re,duced, indicating that the spatial locality in true sharing misses is significant. In MP3D, true sharing misses are due to particle collisions and in Water they are due to molecule interactions. In both these applications the number of true sharing misses is significantly cut by doubling the block size.
Although the data in Fig. 4 demonstrate that FixedPrefetch(B) and NnPrefetch(2B) cut the numbers of cold and true sharing misses nearly identically, a small discrepancy exists, which can be explained as follows. Whereas sequential prefetching always prefetches the subsequent block of size B, doubling the block size means prefetching either the previous or subsequent half block of size B. We speculate that this explains the small differences between sequential prefetching at a block size B and no prefetching at a block size 2B in the upper diagram of Fig. 4 .
Regarding the effects on false sharing misses, Fig. 4 shows a few differences between the three designs. Whereas NoPrefetch(B) and FixedPrefetch(B) exhibit nearly the same number of false sharing misses, NoPrefetch(2B) slightly increases the number of false sharing misses. This effect is especially significant for Ocean and PTHOR. All applications we have used in this evaluation are carefully written, and have very little false sharing at a block size of 32 bytes.
In order to take a closer look at the impact of false sharing effects, we have included results for B = 128 bytes in the bottom diagram of' Fig. 4 . Overall, it is unclear whether the spatial locality of misses is large enough to gain from sequential prefetching or an increased block size for large blocks. If we study the number of misses shown in the bottom diagram, and compare the results with the upper diagram (B = 32 bytes), we can see that the gain from FixedPrefetch(B) over NoPrefetch(B) is less but still significant. The reduced benefit is partly due to a smaller reduction of true sharing misses. Comparing FixedPrefetch(B) with NoPrefetch(2B) in the bottom diagram, we see that fixed sequential prefetching is more efficient at reducing the number of true sharing misses than if we increase the block size. Again, we speculate that the reason for this is that sequential prefetching always prefetch subsequent blocks in contrast to a block having twice the size.
The number of false sharing misses for 128 byte blocks is much larger than for 32 byte blocks.' Comparing the amount of false sharing for the three designs, we clearly see that NoPrefetch(B) and FixedPrefetch(B) exhibit a similar number of false sharing misses whereas NoPrefetch(2B) shows substantially more false sharing misses. This confirms our expectations that FixedPrefetch(B) does not significantly affect the false sharing read miss rate.
[ Fig. 5 shows the network traffic for the above executions. The traffic is measured in number of bytes sent through the network during the execution, and is normalized to the traffic for NoPrefetch(B). Moreover, we have broken down the traffic into three components that, from bottom to the top, correspond I . In [I21 we detected more false sharing for MP3D and Ocean. This is mainly attributable to our use of smaller data sets in that study.
to the read traffic including all traffic associated with read and prefetch requests; the write traffic including all traffic associated with ownership acquisitions and invalidations; and finally synchronization traffic including all traffic associated with acquiring and releasing locks.
Starting with the four applications to the left that show a significant reduction of misses under FixedPrefetch(B) and NoPrefetch(2B), we first note that for LU and Cholesky with B = 32 bytes (the upper diagram) the read traffic is only slightly higher for FixedPrefetch(B) than for NoPrefetch(B). This indicates that almost all prefetches were useful. For NOPrefetch(2B). the read traffic is reduced as compared to NoPrefetch(B), which means that both subblocks of size B in each fetched block were almost always referenced. In addition, since there is less overhead to fetch one block of size 2B than two blocks of size B also helps reducing the number of messages and the overall traffic. MP3D and Water also show high prefetch efficiency (fraction of prefetches that are useful). While both fixed prefetch at a block size B and no prefetch al a block size 2B only marginally increase the amount of data sent over the network if the spatial locality is high, NoPrefetch(2B) results in less overhead in terms of headers than FixedPrefetch(B).
Continuing with the two applications to the right (Ocean and PTHOR) that exhibit low spatial locality, we can see from Fig. 5 that the traffic for NoPrefetch(2B) is much higher than for FixedPrefetch(B). The explanation is that since the spatial locality is low, both schemes result in higher read traffic. Moreover, KoPrefetch(2B) also suffers from increased false sharing which contributes to increase its read traffic.
Comparing the write traffic for FixedPrefetch(B) with NoPrefetch(B) we see in Fig. 5 that it is almost the same. Even if fixed sequential prefetching can never take advantage of the spatial locality of writes and thus reduce the write traffic, as NoPrefetch(2B) can, it keeps the write traffic at about the same level as NoPrefetch(B) regardless of the block size. This is in contrast to NoPrefetch(2B) that actually can increase the write traffic in the presence of false sharing as we clearly see in the Ocean and PTHOR applications in Fig. 5 .
There are situations where prefetching might increase the write traffic. For example, one processor may prefetch a block with a dirty copy in another processor's cache, while the copy is still being modified. One could expect that preventing the prefetch of blocks with a dirty copy in another cache would make the increase in write traffic negligible. To test this intuition, we have compared fixed prefetch of one block with prefetching on dirty and without prefetching on dirty (i.e., only clean blocks in memory can be prefetched; prefetches of other blocks are acknowledged with a PreNeg message). The comparison was carried out for all six applications with block sizes of 16 and 32 bytes, and showed that when only clean blocks were prefetched, the number of read misses was reduced to a much smaller extent. In addition, the effect this had on the write traffic was small.
In summary, we have observed that fixed prefetch of the next consecutive block can exploit the spatial locality of reads as does doubling the block size, i.e., reduce the cold miss rate and true sharing miss rate to almost the same extent. However, by contrast to a larger block size where the false sharing miss rate is increased, it is essentially unaffected by fixed prefetch. Moreover, we have shown that the same reasoning applies to the read traffic; fixed prefetch can result in less read traffic than doubling the block size in the presence of false sharing and in about the same write traffic as no prefetch with the same block size. Fig. 6 compares the read stall times with 32 byte blocks for adaptive and fixed prefetch, both normalized to the design with no prefetching. The read stall times for LU, Cholesky, and Water are drastically reduced by the adaptive scheme. For Cholesky, the adaptive scheme reduces the read stall time by 58% (from 100% to only 42%) of the original. For Ocean, the read stall time is slightly higher compared to fixed prefetch but still lower than for no prefetching. For PTHOR, a slightly higher read stall time for adaptive prefetch can be seen, mainly caused by contention, which we discuss next. The simulated scheme for changing K (i.e., the value of LookaheadCounter) in adaptive prefetch is the following: After 16 prefetches (PrefetchCounter, modulo-16, wraps around) the value of UsefulCounter is checked. If UsefulCounter > 12, then K is incremented. If UsefulCounter < 8, then K is decremented (never below 0). If UsefulCounter < 3, then K is shifted right, i.e., divided by 2. If K = 0 (i.e., no prefetching) and UsefulCounter > 6, then K is set to 1. Since the local bus is clocked 3 times faster than the memories and since the adaptive scheme might send "bursts" of prefetch requests to the same memory module (because of the page-level interleaving) on read misses, the input buffers of the memory module might have to be large. To avoid this drawback, prefetch requests arriving to an almost full memory buffer immediately trigger a PreNeg message in the output buffer. The effect of this is twofold: 1) the number of messages in the input buffer is kept low, and 2 ) since this PreNeg counts as a useless prefetch, the adaptive protocol tends to reduce the degree of prefetching in the case of contention at memory modules.
B. Adaptive Prefetch vs. Fixed Prefetch and No Prefetch
Read misses to blocks that are being prefetched but have not yet arrived at the cache (the pending prefetch request is book-kept in the SLC) are counted as hits by the UsefulCounter, since it indicates the spatial locality to be high. Except for MP3D, we have observed that the latency of serving such misses to blocks that are being prefetched constitutes a negligible fraction of the overall read stall times in Fig. 6 ; it did not exceed 0.65% of the read stall time. This indicates that the prefetches are issued sufficiently ahead of the point where the blocks are actually referenced. For MP3D, 16% of all prefetch requests arrived too late so the processor had to stall. However, the average stall time in these cases was on average only 31 pclocks as compared to the average read miss stall time of 132 pclocks. Although this indicates that a prefetch request, which was issued only a few pclocks after the read request, has been further delayed because of contention in the network and in the nodes, the effect this has on the read stall time is only 2.4%. Fig. 7 shows the number of cold and coherence misses. For LU, Cholesky, and Water, the number of cold misses is drastically reduced. The spatial locality is high, which makes most prefetches useful, and the adaptive scheme uses a high degree of prefetching. In addition, the numbers of coherence misses for MP3D, Cholesky, and Water are also drastically reduced because of the high spatial locality of true sharing misses and of the low fraction of false sharing misses for B = 32 bytes. In the case of Ocean, the number of cold misses is reduced, whereas the number of coherence misses is slightly higher than for fixed prefetch. The reason for this is that the adaptive scheme uses a high K a t the beginning when cold misses dominate, and a low K for the rest of the program, which is dominated by coherence misses. For PTHOR, the number of prefetches issued under the adaptive scheme is only about 50% of those issued under fixed prefetch.
MP3D
1-u Cholesky Water Ocean PTHOR Fig. 7 . Relative number of cold and coherence misses for fixed and adaptive prefetch normalized to the case with no prefetching. Fig. 8 shows the prefetch efficiency and the number of issued prefetch requests under fixed and adaptive prefetch. Prefetch eficiency is defined as the fraction of all prefetch requests that are useful, i.e., prefetch requests that bring blocks that are later accessed. The prefetch efficiency of MP3D is between 40% and 50%. At that efficiency, the adaptive scheme issues about the same number of prefetches as does fixed prefetch, i.e., the LookaheadCounter is one most of the time. This can be seen in the right diagram; the number of issued prefetches for MP3D is about the same for fixed and adaptive prefetch, and consequently the prefetch efficiency is about the same. Applications with a high spatial locality of misses (e.g., LU, Cholesky, and Water) show a high prefetch efficiency. As a result, the number of issued prefetches is much higher for adaptive prefetch compared to fixed prefetch. Because of the larger number of issued prefetches, the prefetch efficiency is decreased for the adaptive scheme. Applications with low spatial locality of misses (e.g., Ocean and PTHOR) show low prefetch efficiency, and consequently the number of prefetches issued under adaptive prefetch is much lower compared to fixed prefetch.
Prefetch Efficiency
Number of Issued Prefetches Fig. 9 . Read, write, and synchronization traffic for fixed and adaptive prefetching relative to the case of no prefetching. Fig. 9 shows the total amount of network traffic for fixed and adaptive prefetch normalized to the design with no prefetching with the same breakdown as in Fig. 5 . It is interesting to study the correlation between the total traffic and the number of read misses from Fig. 7 ; a decrease (increase) in the number of read misses leads to increased (decreased) traffic. The large reduction of the number of read misses for LU, Cholesky, and Water comes from a large number of prefetches, and thus an increased read and write traffic. By contrast, the read and write traffic for Ocean and PTHOR is lower for adaptive prefetch as compared to fixed prefetch. This follows directly from a low prefetch efficiency for those programs (the spatial locality of misses is small); the reduction of read misses is small and the adaptive scheme issues fewer prefetches. We can also see that the adaptive prefetching scheme does not significantly increase the write traffic, indicating that the effect of increased unnecessary sharing is small. Fig. 10 shows the cold and coherence miss rates during the execution of LU with a block size of 32 bytes. The upper diagram shows a normal execution, and the lower diagram shows the behavior under the adaptive scheme. The left Y-axis shows the miss rate (YO) as the total number of misses for the whole system divided by the total number of shared reads. The right Y-axis in the lower diagram shows the average value of LookaheadCounter for all 16 processors. One sample is taken every 10,000 shared reads, and the miss rates correspond to the average since the last sample, with the values of the Lookaheadcounters taken at the time of the sample. The top diagram shows the normal execution of the program. LU has a large cold miss rate at the beginning (8% with no prefetching), but in contrast to usual assumptions about cold misses, the cold miss rate remains the dominant part of the miss rate throughout the whole execution, and goes up to 3% at the end. The number of coherence misses is negligible throughout the major part of the execution, but shows a peak in the end (although not as high as the peak in cold misses at the same time).
C. Dynamic Behavior of the Adaptive Prefetching Scheme
The bottom diagram shows the same program with the adaptive scheme. Since the values on the X-axis are the total number of shared reads for the system instead of time, and the number of reads is about the same for the two executions, it is easy to relate the diagrams to each other. Observe that the left Y-axis (the miss rate) is scaled equally in both diagrams. As can be seen, the value of the LookaheadCounter raises immediately to 7, and the prefetches manage to keep the cold miss rate down to below 2% for the first peak (originally 8%). Since the major part of the misses are cold misses, and the prefetch efficiency is high, the LookaheadCounter stays at a high level. At the end of the execution, the number of coherence misses increases. As a result, the LookaheadCounter goes down (because of a smaller fraction of useful prefetches), until prefetching completely stops at the point where the number of coherence misses peaks. The cold misses at the end do not have enough spatial locality to increase the degree of prefetching.
The choice of thresholds for the adaptive scheme, i.e., the values that determine when to increase or decrease the value of the LookaheadCounter, affects the number of prefetches sent to the network. Lower thresholds means that the LookaheadCounter tend to have a higher value, and the number of prefetches increases. The thresholds affect not only the number of prefetches, but also the prefetch efficiency (i.e., the fraction of the prefetches that are useful). Higher thresholds mean that a larger number of useful prefetches is needed to increase the degree of prefetching and favor higher prefetching efficiency at the possible expense of longer read stall times. With the thresholds we use (8 is the lower mark and 12 is the upper mark), the prefetch efficiency must be higher than 12/16 = 75% in order to increase the degree of prefetching, while the prefetch efficiency must be lower than 8/16 = 50% for the degree of prefetching to be reduced. The lower threshold thus determines the lowest spatial locality of read misses needed to start prefetching meaning that if it is lower, prefetching will stop.
We have also studied whether the ZeroBit heuristic discussed in Section 1II.C is effective in enabling prefetching, once it has been switched off. Specifically in MP3D, Ocean, and PTHOR, we found that prefetching was disabled many times and in these applications the ZeroBits were effective in switching on prefetching again.
D. Effects on Total Execution Time
Figs. 11 and 12 show the total execution times under sequential consistency (SC) and release consistency (RC), respectively, for fixed and adaptive prefetch normalized to an execution with no prefetching. To understand how well the prefetching schemes manage to reduce the read stall time, we have broken down the execution time into busy time (the time the processor is busy), read stall, write stall, acquire stall (the time during which the processor is waiting for acquiring a synchronization lock), and release stall (the time during which the processor is waiting for the release of a synchronization lock to complete). Under SC, we lump acquire and release stall into a group called synch stall. As can be seen from Fig. 11 , the reduction of the total execution time under SC is as much as 27% for Cholesky, although parts of it (about 5 % ) stems from better load balancing and is not due to less read-miss penalty. Fig. 12 shows the total execution time under Release Consistency (RC). Under RC, the processor never has to stall on write or release requests, and consequently, the write stall and release stall times can be completely hidden [16] and are not shown. Although processors do not have to stall due to outstanding write requests, too many global writes might fill the FLWB and SLWB, and force a processor to stall. This is referred to as buffer stall and is a new stall component in the execution times of Fig. 12 . Since the read stall time now constitutes a larger fraction of the execution time, we would expect to see a larger reduction of the execution time compared to SC. Although the read stall time is reduced under RC, the reduction is limited by an increased contention due to higher global access rate under RC. For example, the execution time reduction for Cholesky is only 25% under RC as compared to 27% under SC
E. Effects of Finite Size SLC
One damaging side-effect of prefetching into relatively small caches is cache pollution; a prefetched block that will not be accessed during its lifetime in the cache may replace a block that would be referenced. Since prefetching increases the number of blocks loaded into the cache, it also increases the number of blocks replaced, which might lead to an increased miss rate. On the other hand, if replacement misses have a high spatial locality, these will be covered by prefetching, i.e. the overall replacement miss rate will be lower. The question is whether the first or the latter effect will dominate. Figs. 13 and 14 below report results from simulations with finite first-level caches of 4 Kbyte, and finite second-level caches (SLC) of 16 Kbytes. Fig. 13 shows the total number of read misses for each application decomposed into replacement, cold, and coherence misses from the bottom to the top. It is interesting to see that both fixed and adaptive prefetch show a significant reduction in the number of replacement misses for all applications but PTHOR. For all applications, replacement misses constitute a significant part of the total miss count for the 16 Kbyte SLC with no prefetching. As we can see, both prefetching schemes manage to reduce the replacement miss component significantly and cache pollution seems not to be a problem in terms of read misses. Note that the adaptive prefetching scheme would adjust to a reduced prefetching degree in the presence of cache pollution because it would count more useless prefetches.
Although the increased number of replacements does not show up in terms of read misses, since a large fraction of the replacement misses is covered by prefetching, the traffic is increased correspondingly. In order to include this effect, the total execution times for the corresponding executions assum-.ing RC is shown in Fig. 14 . By comparing this diagram with the diagram of Fig. 12 (the same execution but with infinite SLC), we see that the effectiveness of fixed prefetch seems to be independent of the SLC size, except for Ocean, where the prefetch efficiency of replacement misses shows a reduction of the read stall time at 16 Kbyte caches which did not show up for infinite caches. By contrast, the advantage of adaptive prefetch is reduced for smaller caches. One reason is the reduced prefetch efficiency, and the fact that replacement misses dominate, and therefore the effectiveness of prefetching is dictated by their spatial locality. Another effect we have noticed is memory contention; for LU and Cholesky, some parts of the program show high memory contention in the case of small caches due to bursts of messages to the same memory module, which is 3 times slower than the local bus. The same behavior has been observed with slower processors (33MHz instead of 100 MHz) and with other network speeds.
F. Processor Speed and Network Bandwidth Variations
In order to evaluate the sensitivity to the processor speed, we have also run simulations with a 33 MHz processor (recall that all the results above are for 100 MHz processors). The main observation is that the impact of both fixed and adaptive sequential prefetching on the read stall time, read miss count, and traffic is qualitatively unchanged. Therefore, since slower processors means that the processor busy time is increased, the reduction of the read stall time has a smaller impact on the total execution time for slower processors. The opposite effect can be seen if we study a slower memory system or interconnect. Since the latencies are increased, and thus constitute a larger fraction of the overall execution time, the relative gains of adding prefetching will be increased.
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of network contention on our results, we have also run simulations with a contention-free network with a fixed latency time (540 nsec). The main observation is that adaptive sequential prefetching managed to reduce the read stall time even further for applications with a high spatial locality of misses. Since the number of prefetches is dependent on the prefetching efficiency, and affects network traffic, applications with a high spatial locality tend to suffer more from increased contention with the adaptive prefetching scheme. Baer and Chen [2] have proposed a prefetch mechanism that detects stride patterns in the references of the processor. If a stride is found, a hardware mechanism calculates the next potential miss address, and issues a prefetch request to that address. Whereas they originally evaluated the performance of the scheme in a uniprocessor environment, they have also studied its performance in a multiprocessor [7] . Since they use quite different architectural assumptions, a direct comparison of our experimental data with their results is difficult. However, in a follow-up study [lo] , we have found that sequential prefetching does similarly well in comparison to their stride prefetching scheme. The reason is that strideone accesses often dominate. While Baer and Chen's scheme successfully detects these strides, sequential prefetching is also successful because the spatial locality is then high. Comparing the hardware cost of the two schemes speaks in favor of sequential prefetching because neither does it have to book keep strides and nor does it require the instruction address for its operation. The extra mechanisms needed are limited to two bits per cache line and three counters per cache. Hagersten's proposal [18] is similar to Baer and Chen's and is called Right-On-Time (ROT) prefetching. His design includes a hardware stream and stride detector for deciding when to prefetch. A stride-list keeps track of common strides, and a miss-list contains the most recent misses among which new strides are found. In [lo] , we have compared the performance of this scheme with our adaptive scheme. Again, since stride-one accesses dominate in the applications we have studied and since sequential prefetching is also capable of exploiting spatial locality of nonstride accesses, sequential prefetching often does better with a significantly lower hardware complexity.
VI. RELATED WORK
Fu and Pate1 [14] evaluate sequential prefetching and stride prefetching in the context of vector cache memories. They concentrate completely on vectorized numerical programs. For two applications they consider, stride prefetching performs somewhat better than sequential prefetching, but for the other two applications, sequential prefetching does better. They do not consider applications for shared memory multiprocessors. Other hardware-based proposals (such as [20] by Lee et al.) rely on data address lookahead in the processor, but these proposals are limited by the size of software basic blocks.
Mowry and Gupta have evaluated software-based prefetching for shared-memory multiprocessors [22] . Special prefetch instructions are inserted in the code by the programmer or by the compiler. Since they have evaluated their scheme using some benchmarks we have used, one can compare the merits of their scheme and ours by comparing the reduction of the read stall time (which-does not include the additional overhead due to the execution of inserted prefetch instructions). With a block size of 16 bytes our adaptive scheme reduces the read stall time to 72% for MP3D. They reduced it to 65% with their pf2 implementation and to 44% with their pf4 implementation (heavily optimized by hand). For LU, our adaptive scheme reduced the read stall time to as low as 47%, while their most aggressively hand-inserted prefetches reduced it to 57% only. For PTHOR, which was the application that showed the worst performance, the adaptive scheme only managed to reduce the read stall time to 95%. By extensive rewriting of source code (reorganizing the element records and grouping entries together on the basis of whether they were likely to be modified) they reduced it to 86%.
Mowry and Gupta have also studied the benefits of readexclusive prefetching [22] meaning that instead of prefetching a block in read-only mode, an exclusive copy is brought into cache in anticipation of a write access from the local processor. Under sequential consistency, read-exclusive prefetching has the additional advantage of reducing the write stall-time and indeed, Mowry and Gupta have shown that it is very effective. In another study [9] , we have combined our adaptive prefetching mechanism with a previously proposed hardware-based mechanism to detect migratory sharing [29] resulting in a sequential prefetching scheme that brings exclusive copies of the block based on a dynamic prediction done by hardware. This hardware-based read-exclusive prefetching scheme results in drastic reductions of read as well as write stall-times yielding an execution-time reduction of up to 50% [9] . In summary, we feel that our hardware-based scheme is competitive with software-based schemes and does not add any burden on the programmer or the compiler.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
One of the contributions of this paper is the detailed performance analysis of a class of hardware-based prefetching schemes for shared-memory multiprocessors, called sequential prefetching and a simple adaptive version of this scheme.
When a miss occurs in the cache, the subsequent K blocks are prefetched, where K is the degree of prefetching. In this paper, we have only considered sequential prefetching on read misses.
We have analyzed the behavior of fixed sequential prefetching with K = 1. When a read miss occurs in the cache the following block is always prefetched if it is not present in the cache. This simple prefetching technique is shown to cut the number of cold and true sharing misses by about the same amount as in a system with twice the block size, without increasing the number of false sharing read misses. Moreover, fixed prefetching normally results in less read traffic than in a system with twice the block size and in about the same traffic as in the system with no prefetch with the same block size. This indicates that fixed prefetch of one block is more effective than using a block of twice the size. Overall this simple prefetching scheme is shown to reduce the number of read misses by between 25% and 45% for four or five out of six applications (depending on the cache size), which resulted in a reduction of the read stall time by between 20% and 35% for a block size of 32 bytes. Sequential prefetching takes advantage of spatial locality to reduce the read stall time. Spatial locality, however, varies among different programs and also during different parts of the execution of a given program. This calls for a technique where the degree of prefetching is high at those moments when it is useful, and is small or even zero at those moments when it does not pay off. Our proposed adaptive prefetching-another contribution of this paper-tunes the degree of prefetching based on a dynamic measure of prefetching effectiveness. Our simulations show a considerable reduction of the number of read misses and of the read stall time for those applications where the spatial locality of read misses is high, and show little added traffic for those applications where the spatial locality of misses is small. The number of read misses and thus the read stall time was significantly reduced for four or five applications out of six (depending on cache size). In one case the number of read misses was cut by 78%. Moreover, adaptive prefetching reduced the read stall time and the total execution time under release consistency by up to 58% and 25%, respectively.
We have also in detail evaluated the mechanisms needed to support adaptive sequential prefetching. The algorithm that we have experimentally evaluated needs three 4-bit counters per cache and two bits per cache line. Another critical component of the algorithm is to select appropriate thresholds for increasinddecreasing the degree of prefetching. If the available memory system bandwidth is high, one can choose lower thresholds as this will promote more prefetching, whereas the opposite holds for higher thresholds. Overall, considering the substantial performance improvement provided by adaptive sequential prefetching, the extra hardware complexity seems justified.
